Abstract-In this study a ncw Ccnetic Algorithm (CA) using Tabu . Local Search mechanism for large-scale computer systems is proposed. We call the CA that uses huge computing rcsourccs a Mega Process CA. The GA described .in this papcr is considered a Mega Process CA which has the effective mechanism to solve the problems quickIy and to use massive processors, namely Mega Processors, comprised in large-scale computing systems such as super PC clusters and Grid computation environments Our proposed method has a CA-specific databise that possesses information of space that has been already searched. At the same time, the proposed GA performs a local search for the space that is not searched. Such mechanisms enable us to comprehend the quantitative rate of a searched region during the search. Using this information, the searched space can be expanded linearly as the number of computing resources increase and the exhaustive search is guaranteed under infinite computations. Using and dcscribing different experiments, the features of the introduced GA are discussed and examined. At first, this method was applied on onc may problem and 3-deceptive problem; the former is one of primitive functions and thc lattel; is one of trap functions. Through this experiment, it is shown that thc method ensures an effective exhaustive search. This method was then applied to the test functions of continuous optimization problems under restricted computing costs. Using such an experiment, it is clear that this method has the same performance as a conventional GA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the most effective approximation algorithms for optimization problemsll]. Various types of mechanisms are discussed for improving GAS. Minimal Generation Gap (MGG) [2] is proposed as a generation alternation model. The methods using Linkage Identification [3] , [4] , Real-coded GA [5] , Probabilistic Model-Building GAs [6] , [7] ,and Distributed GA[X] are other GAS that have strong searching ability. The restart mechanisms are also applied to enhance the performance of GA [9] , [IO] , [11] , [121.
Heretofore it is indicated that applying a . GA to solve optimization problems has a drawback: GAS require lots of computing costs. One of the solutions for this problem is performing GAS in parallel. In a recent decade, owing to remarkable improvements computing abilities, some parts of the drawback about computing costs of GAS do not really matter; furthermore, parallel processing is used to yield the increase of performance of GAS. Recently, because of the emergence of super PC clustcrs and Grid computation environments, the number of computational calculation resources is getting larger; moreover, large computing projects of the field relating to evolutionally computing become to be feasible. GA is familiar with parallel processing, consequently the application in large-scale computing has been done [ 131, [ 141, [IS], [16] ; however, the adaptcd methods are mostly simple parallelization of conventional GAS, which are proposed for limitcd computing resources and the effective mechanism to use huge computing resources has not been designed. The easiest way that is commonly used for conventional GAS to use many resources is to increase thc population size.
However, when the population becomes large, the diversity of the solutions also becomes larger. Therefore, the convergence speed becomes slow. Subsequently when GAS use a lot of computer resources, thc optimum solution is not derived quickly. Many kinds of GA methods are not optimized to use enormous computing environmena effectively since they were developed within limited computing environments. At the same time, for conventional GAS, there is no guarantee of an exhaustive search on all search space although infinite computations are performed. Owing to this, though one applies simple parallclization to those methods, there is no assurance of improvement of their performance in accordance with an increased number of available computing resources.
In this study, a new GA using Tabu . Local Search mcchanism for large-scale computer systems is proposed. We call such a GA using huge computing resources a Mega Process GA and our approach is developing the effective mechanism to use massive processors, namely Mega Processors, comprised in large-scale computing systems such as super fC clusters and Grid computation environments. The proposed method has a database that possesses information of space that is already searched. At the same time, the proposed GA performs the local search for the space that is not searched to expand the searched space. These mechanisms enable us to comprehend the quantitative rate of a searched region during the search. Additionally using this information, the searched space increases linearly as the number of computing resources increase and an exhaustive search is guaranteed under infinite computations.
DATABASE STRUCTURE

A. Representation of Searched Rrgioris
In this study we introduce a CA-specific database that possesses information of the region that has already been searched. We use binary-coded individuals. In addition to chromosomes, individuals stored in the darabase possess bitstrings, which we call maskstrings. Maskstrings arc also bitstrings, lengths of which are the same as those of chromosomes. A locus of a chromosome, which stands at '1' in a maskstring, represents that it has already searched all assignable genes to it, Fig.1 shows that a set of searched individuals is compressed to one individual using a maskstring. Our proposed database stores these individuals that hold maskstrings. Fig.2 shows an instance of the database. The individual 163, stored in the database shown in Fig2 implies that "0 1 I 1 1" is the bcst solution under searching the set of individuals X 3 = (0 * * I *}(* = 0 or 1). We call a number of 1 in a maskstring the hamming-index, e.g. the hammingindex of z'3 is 3.
When a database stores all the individual information, it takes a huge time to check an individual that has been already searched owing to its vast amounts of data. Our proposed notation of searched individuals is high compressed method using maskstrings and large searched regions are represented by several individuals; moreover, checking individuals stored on the database is not time-consuming work.
B. Quonlitfltive Sizes of Searched Regions
This notation of individuals enables us to provide a q u a n t h tive rate of a searched region during a search. In an individual 2 we denote its chromosomc length by L, a gene of the locus E of a chromosome by c,, and a value of the locus 1 of a maskstring by m,r. Quantitative sizes of searched regions are obtained as follows.
Case of one Individual. 1x1 denotes a number of elements involved in a set X. The size of a searched region is indicated by an individual of which the hamming-index standing at h is 
A . The Concept of Proposed Methud
The proposed method consists of a GA and a local search. Fig. 3 shows that the flow of our proposed metbod. To obtain optima earlier, our method of searches used mainly schemes of GA; any methods of operators such as a crossover and a mutation or a generation alternation model can be applied. To use idle computing resources OF enormous computing environments effectively, 'a local search is applied. Our proposed mcthod is outlined as follows.
Step 1. Generate Npop individuals randomly, where Npop is the population size. In addition, no individuals are stored in the database.
Step 2. Apply operators such as crossovers, mutations and selections to individuals in a GA population.
Step 3. Store the individual ybest, which is the best individual of a GA population, in database and set to its maskstring the bitstring of which values of all loci are '0'; however, qb/best is not stored when it is included in searched regions, which are indicated by individuals that have k e n already stored in the database.
Step 4. / Local search/ Expand a searched region indicated by a certain individual stored in the database. When a better Step 5. Go back to step 2 until some termination conditions, e.g. computing cost reaches a limited amount or the exhaustive search is done. are satisfied. that has the worst fitness in the database with ybest if the fitness of ybest is bigger than that of z~~~~~~ otherwise Ybest is not stored, where N D B is the parameter of capacity of the database.
B. ' Local Search
We choose a certain individual from the database to apply the local search in every generation. This individual satisfies the condition that the hamming-index is the minimum value and its fitness is the maximum value. In our proposed local search, one of the loci, the values of which stand at '0' of the maskstring of the selected individual, is changed into a value of '1'. The locus, which holds the biggest variance of genes among whole loci, is selected. This operation is performed because it is suitable to keep much the same hamming-index among individuals stored in the database for the process of merging individuals, which is described later; moreover, it is desirable to retain genes of loci which have the lower variances since thcy can be considered part of a better solution.
Given N individuals s i ( l 5 i 5 N) stored in the database, the process of the local scarch is outlined as follows. Fig.4 shows the example of the local search.
Step 1. Find the results of a[ using the equation (4), which is the absolute value of the differcnce between the avenge value of genes and 0.5 at each locus.
Step 2. Select the individual 5, which has the minimum hamming-index and the maximum fitness, from N individuals stored in the database.
Step 3. Select the locus I*, which indicates m,p = 0. At the same time, u p is minimum, from al(1 5 E 5 L ) .
Step 4. Prepart: the individuaI z', which has the same maskstring as that of z. In its chromosome, each gene is exactly the same as that of 2 at loci standing at '1' except 1' in its maskstring. 2 ' is the best individual under searching X', which should be searched to expand the search region.
Step 5. Update m,p to '1' arid h, to h,+l; furthermore, let 2 be 2 ' and replace the worst individual of the population of GA by z if 5 < x'. The exhaustive search is finished when h, approaches L. At step 4, described above, X' is comprised of individuals produced by flipping the gene at I* in the chromosome of each individual included in X. This needs to search 2h3 individuals where thc hamming-index of x is A,; nevertheless, parallelization can be applied to easily search X'. Moreover, this mechanism uses computing resources effectively since the searched space increases linearIy as the number of computing resources increase and an exhaustive search is guaranteed under infinite computations.
C. Merge Operation in Database
Following the local search, a merge of individuals stored in the database is executed in every generation to avoid overlap- XA n -Xb must be searched to merge using the condition 2. We introduce parameter A, which indicates the ratio of I&flXbl of IXA~ITX,], i.e. I,YanXbl/lX~n7Xb/, because we get a better solution under the available limited computing resources. This merge is not applied when A is bigger than a certain value. To decide an appropriate A, the size of search space and the number of available computing resources or costs must be considcred. In this paper, we set A to eight.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
TO discuss the effectiveness of our proposed method both in infinite computation and Iimited computation, it is applied to one max problem and 3-deceptive problem[l7]. The former is the most primitive benchmark problem of bitstrings, and I xa n lxb
Fig. 5. Merge using Condition 3
its fitness is a summation of the number of 'I' included in a chromosome. The latter is one of trap functions described as equation (5) .
The effectiveness of our method is discussed by solving these problems under limited computation. The following equations (6), (7), (S), and (9) are the continuous test functions. We apply the proposed method to one max problem and 3-deceptive problem with the length of string L=30 without limiting computing resources. This search is terminated when all the combinations are searched. Exhaustive search needs 2"' solutions. ER modcl[ 181 is used a s the alternation in each generation. We apply a GA with uniform crossover and each couple, or parents, generates 20 children by a crossover. The mutation rate is O.O3(=IIL) and population size is 20; the capacity of the database, N D B , is 5 in this examination. Fig. 6 shows the transition of the fitness and the ratio of the searched region on solving one m a problem. In Fig. 6(b) , when the ratio of the searched region attains 1.0, all the area has been searched. The performance of the proposed method is similar to that of the conventional GA. This is because the proposed method searches using mainly schemes of GA. It i s certain that an obtained solution is optimum by an exhaustive search, though the optimal solution is obtained in the earliest part of the search. Moreover, these mechanisms enable us to show the quantitative ratio of the searched region during the search like Fig. 6(b) . Fig. 7 shows the transition of the fitness on 3-deceptive problem. It indicates that both conventional GA and. our proposed method fall into local optima in thc early stages of search. 3-deceptive problem is difficult for GAS to obtain the optimal solution because populations tend to be trapped by local optima. Our proposed method gets convergence like a conventional CA; nevertheless, it can obtain the optimum sincc increase of computing costs derives increase of searched regions, in consequence the optimal solution can be certainly found by continuing search. To perform the exhaustive search, many evaluations of individuals are required. Our proposed mcthod can perform an exhaustive search; moreover, it is expected that the proposed method has high possibility to find the optimum solution in the early stages of searches because it mainly uses schemes of GA. In this section, it is then examined that our method can obtain the optimum under limiting evaluations.
We apply the proposed method to four test continuous functions to compare it with conventional GA. In each function, an optimum solution is attempted by the proposed method. Each function i s 10 dimensions and the number of evaluations is limited to 2 . 5~1 0~. ER model is used as the alternation in each generation. We apply a CA with uniform crossover and each couple, or parents, generates 20 children by a crossover. We set the mutation rate to O.Ol(=l/L) and the population size to 200; the capacity of the database, N D B , is set to 3, 5, 7 and 9 in this experiment. Fig.8 and 9 describe the number of trials that obtained the optimum and the average of the number of evaluations, which were needed to acquired the optimum. These are the results of 50 trials. Fig.8 ilhstrates the fact that the proposed method and the conventional GA obtained the optimal solution in all trials at Rastrigin function, Schwefel function and Ridge function. The proposed method derived the optimal solutions several times at Griewank function. Additionally, Fig.9 indicates that our method could obtain the optimum with fewer evaIuations than that of a conventional GA though our proposed method requires lots of evaluations at the local search phase. These rcsults indicate that our method also keeps its superior performance with the limited computing costs. Furthermore, we focus attention on the effect of parameter N D B on the performance of our method. The numbers of successful trials of N~B = 3 and 9 wcre more than those of NDB = 5 and 7, whereas the result of the number of evaluations was contrary at Ridge function. As opposcd to this, the number of successful trials of NDB = 9 was better than those of N D B = 3 , 5 and 7.
As a result, there is no sctting that can acquire a more optimal solution with fewer evaluations but the proposed method can search free from the sctting of parameter N D B . GAS are suitable algorithms for parallel processing; however, there is an issue that an incrcase of individuals, along with an increase of computing resources, does not yield improvement of performance in most methods because the diversity of the solution is increased. Our proposed method, Tabu . Local Search mechanism for Mega Process GA, can expand the searched region linearly as the number of available computing resources increase; furthermore, the exhaustive search is guaranteed under infinite computations, while the exhaustive search is not guaranteed in the conventional GAS.
The proposed method was tested on one max problem and 3-deceptive problem without limiting computing resources, as a result, it is confirmed that this method promises that an obtained solution i s optimum by exhaustive search, though the optimal solution is obtained in the earliest part of the search. Additionally, we applied the proposed method to four test continuous functions for deriving the optimum solutions to compare it with conventional GA; these results indicate that the proposed method also keeps its supcrior performance with the limited computing costs.
For future work, we will apply our proposed method to a large-scale computing Grid and examine its effectiveness; moreover, we apply restarts at the non-searched region when the population of a GA gets convergences since the proposed method can distinguish the non-searched region from the whole search space.
